A n important aid to the problems of program comprehension 
Introduction
Whenever a change is to be made to a piece of software, it is important that the maintainer gains a complete understanding of the behaviour and functionality involved. This process of program comprehension is frequently made more difficult by the absence of useful program documentation. The maintenance programmer will often not have been involved in the development process or a significant period of time may have elapsed between development and maintenance. Documentation will then become of crucial importance.
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119 0-8186-4042-If93 $03.00 0 1993 IEEE In many cases the maintenance programmer's only reliable description of the software will be the source code itself. The process of program comprehension can then be aided by the use of static analysis tools. These tools are able to analyse a program without its execution to extract information such as call graphs, control flows, data flows, program slices and cross references. By integrating static analysis tools, software maintenance environments have been developed. The source code is analysed and the resulting information stored for later browsing by the maintainer. Multiple views of the program may be presented, helping the maintainer by providing information in more than one form and by concentrating the maintainer's attention on relevant parts of the software. Harrold and Malloy[l] identify the problem that different representations of the source code are required to construct each view of the program. For example, a representation allowing the computation of interprocedural data flow information may be inadequate to permit the construction of a program slice. A maintenance environment providing different views of the code will therefore require a variety of independent program representations and algorithms. These representations will contain repeated information and hence will lead to inefficient use of storage space.
The solution to this problem presented by Harrold and Malloy[l] is to combine the features of existing program representations to give a single combined representation. The resulting representation will contain sufficient information to construct each of the required views of the program. A single combined representation has the following three advantages. Any algorithm need only access one representation.
0 Helps comprehension by incorporating all program relationships into one representation.
Various existing program representations and the resulting Unified Interprocedural Graph are described in section 2. A limitation of this earlier work is the language features which may be represented by the unified graph. Only scalar variables, assignment statements, while loops, conditional statements and procedures with reference parameters are permitted. The aim of this research is to devise a Combined C Graph (CCG) to represent programs written in the C language [2] . This presents a variety of additional problems. C contains many additional language constructs such as pointer and structure variables and value-returning functions with pass by value and pointer parameters.
An important feature of a combined graph is its representation of the program's data dependencies. Data dependence information is used to calculate definitionuse relationships and program slices. This paper addresses the problem of calculating data dependencies in C where dynamic memory allocation and pointerinduced aliasing create extra difficulties. Aliasing information must be taken into consideration in order to achieve accurate static analyses of the source code. Section 3 describes the problems involved and discusses a method for data dependence analysis in the presence of pointer variables and dynamic memory allocation. An example is outlined and the application of this technique to pointer parameters and the calculation of interprocedural data dependencies addressed.
The C language also allows expressions involving embedded side effects, where a variable is defined as a result of the evaluation of the expression, and embedded control flow. These features require a more refined analysis of each program statement. Section 4 describes the problems involved and introduces a fine grained graph representation with three new edge types.
Concluding remarks are given in section 5 .
Existing program representations
To provide a maintainer with different views of a program a variety of algorithms are required. Alge rithms such as those to calculate data flow information and program slices often involve the use of intermediate graph-based program representations. This section describes a number of these representations.
A simple representation of a program is the call graph. Nodes of the graph represent procedures, edges represent call relationships between procedures and edge labels represent actual parameters. Whilst the call graph itself provides important information for program comprehension, it is evident that it contains insufficient information for the creation of other program views.
A variant of the call graph, the Program Summary Graph (PSG) presented by Callahan[3] permits flowsensitive data flow analysis, i.e. control flow internal to procedures is taken into account. The PSG represents programs written in a procedural language with call by reference parameters. Call information is represented by nodes for each formal and actual reference parameter at procedure call, entry, exit and return sites, together with binding edges relating these nodes. Control flow within each procedure is represented by 'reaching edges' between the interprocedural control points. Callahan presents iterative algorithms to solve a variety of data flow problems, for example whether a reference parameter may be preserved across a call site. Figure 1 shows an example PSG. Procedure P contains a call to Q with actual parameters a and b.
These are bound to the formals x and y. Q in turn calls R with actual parameter x bound to v within R. Ottenstein and Ottenstein present a linear time program slicing algorithm. A slice at statement s is computed by determining each statement on which s has a transitive data or control dependence. This involves a simple backwards traversal of the PDG from statement s. An extension to the PDG, the System Dependence Graph (SDG) is described by Horwitz et a1 [7] . Horwitz et a1 tackle a language comprising scalar variables, assignment statements, conditional statements, while loops and an output statement, together with procedure calls and pass by value-result parameters. Dependence subgraphs are created for each procedure and are connected by new nodes and edges making up the call interface. Nodes are introduced to represent procedure call and entry sites together with the actual and formal parameters. Additional edges represent procedure call relationships and binding between actual and formal parameters. ample of the call interface for the call of Q from P shown in figure 1. A two phase interprocedural program slicing algorithm, again based on a backwards traversal of the graph, is presented. A new 'interprocedural transitive data dependence edge' is used to preserve calling context during this traversal and hence eliminate redundant nodes from the computed slice.
Given the useful information provided by the call graph, the applicability of the PSG and IFG to data flow calculations and of the SDG to interprocedural program slicing, Harrold and Malloy[l] identify the possibility of combining these representations to create the Unified Interprocedural Graph (UIG). Various redundancies between the nodes and edges of each individual representation are identified. For example, the call and return nodes of the PSG/IFG are equivalent to the actual parameter nodes of the SDG. Similarly the entry and exit nodes of the PSG/IFG are equivalent to the SDG's formal parameter nodes. Both the call graph and SDG contain edges representing calling relationships between procedures. In each case the redundant information can be removed and consequently savings made in the storage space required. Algorithms applicable to each graph remain applica-ble to the UIG by simply considering only subsets of the available nodes and edges.
3 Dependence analysis of pointer variables When statically analysing a program the effect of aliasing must be taken into account. The precision by which these effects can be determined will be a significant factor in the usefulness of the static analysis. This is especially true of data dependence analysis, where the presence of aliasing creates additional dependencies. Imprecise aliasing information will lead to further spurious dependencies.
An Program-point q has a flow dependence on program-point p if p writes into a memory location loc that q reads, and there is no intervening write into loc along the execution path by which q is reached from p .
Horwitz et al's algorithm is divided into two phases. The first phase, the 'reaching-stores phase', uses an abstract semantics to compute at each program-point a set of store graphs that approximate the possible memory layouts that could arise during execution. Program variables, together with any dynamic variables allocated during execution, are represented by abstract memory locations. Each abstract memory location is labelled by the program-point which last wrote to that location. The second phase, the 'inference phase', examines the set of stores reaching each program-point and determines the locations read. A flow dependence p +f q exists if q reads a location labelled p in any store graph reaching q. Three approximations are used to ensure that the set of store graphs at each program-point is effectively computable whenever the program contains a loop. Figure 4 shows an example of Horwitz et al's method. The meaning of the program in the abstract semantics is the set of all (program-point, labelledstores) shown. Flow dependencies are found by examining the locations used at each program-point. Point p is flow dependent on each point that labels a location used at p . For example, program-point 6 uses location Ll, which is labelled by point 5 . There is consequently a flow dependence 5 -if 6 . Figure 2 shows the resulting PDG.
This example shows how Horwitz et a1 avoid the need for alias analysis. The dependence 2 -' f 7 arises in terms of aliases because:
program-point 4 creates the alias < * x , *y>. 0 program-point 7 uses *y.
By dealing with locations rather than object names, the dependence arises because:
program-point 2 writes location L2. 0 program-point 7 reads location L2, labelled 2.
The alias <*x,*y> is not computed explicitly but is implied by the store graph.
This technique can be used to deal with pointer parameters. In C all parameters are passed by value [2] .
The formal parameter is a copy of the actual parameter. This copy can be changed within the callee without affecting the actual parameter in the caller. However, by passing a pointer parameter, the formal pa-
PROGRAM-POINT
: rameter becomes a copy of the pointer. By dereferencing the formal parameter the objects referenced by the actual parameter within the caller can be accessed within the callee. Since these referenced objects are not copies, any changes made will remain when control returns to the caller function. Figure 5 shows an example of a function with a pointer parameter. It is assumed that each variable visible at program-point 1 has been previously defined at point 0 (not shown). Point 1 is a call to ptrpar which has one parameter of type i n t *. The formal ,parameter f becomes a copy of the actual parameter a and hence points to location L1. Since f is a pointer, it may be dereferenced within ptrpar, allowing access to location L1. This location is defined at point 3. When control returns to the caller L1 has been labelled by point 3. The use of location L l at point 5 gives an interprocedural flow dependence 3 +j 5. This example highlights a major difference between the UIG and the new CCG. The flow dependencies contained in the UIG are intraprocedural. Interprocedural dependencies are encapsulated within the call interface. In the UIG, interprocedural definition-use associations arise as a result of the call by reference parameter passing scheme. A location may be defined within one procedure and later read within another procedure only where that location is visible as a result of its use as a reference parameter. This interprocedural definition-use information is not explicitly contained in the UIG. Instead, the IFG subcomponent of the UIG allows reachable use information to be gathered intraprocedurally and then to be propagated throughout the graph, making use of the parameter interface. Interprocedural definition-use relationships can then be determined.
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In C the combination of pass by value and pointer parameters means that objects can be accessed within a callee function without explicitly appearing in the parameter interface. Interprocedural dependencies are no longer encapsulated within the call interface. For example, in figure 5 location L l is visible within function ptrpar yet does not occur explicitly as an actual parameter. The resulting flow dependence 3 +j 5 will pass directly from the CCG subgraph for function ptrpar into that for the caller function. The parameter interface has been bypassed completely. The resulting interprocedural flow dependence is shown in figure 6 . Since employing this technique to determine flow dependencies explicitly uncovers interprocedural definition-use relationships, the IFG-based propagation algorithm used in construction of the UIG is no longer necessary.
Embedded side effects and control flow
Side effects occur when a variable is altered during the evaluation of an expression. In C, side effects can arise as a result of assignment statements, increment and decrement operators and function calls. Wherever a statement may contain an expression, side effects are possible. For example, the variable y is defined as a side effect of the test i f (x == (y = 6)) ... The 'reaching stores phase' of Horwitz et al' [ll] dependence analysis algorithm evaluates approximate store graphs at each program-point. In each example given by Horwitzi et a1 a program-point corresponds directly to a single statement. However, where a statement contains an expression with embedded side effects, the variable definitions involved will lead to the evaluates either a or b depending on the value of (a>b). The use of short-circuiting in evaluating boolean expressions similarly leads to embedded control flow. For example, in the expression A fine grained analysis is again required to deal with these embedded control flows. Additional programpoints must be introduced to represent each possible flow of control. For example, the above conditional expression requires three program-points. The first point represents (a>b) and the second and third a and b respectively, each control dependent on the first. A statement in C no longer corresponds to a single program-point but must be subdivided whenever side effects or control flows are embedded.
Three new edges are contained in the CCG. The first of these edges is the expression-use edge. The statement x = (y = 5); will produce two program-points, one to represent the embedded side effect (y = 5) and the other to represent the final assignment (x =). This assignment uses the value produced by the expression (y = 5). An expression-use edge (y = 6)+eu(x =) indicates this relationship. Figure 8 contains an expression-use edge representing the use of the expression *t++ at an assignment node.
A similar return expression-use edge indicates the relationship between the expression evaluated at a return statement and its use within the calling expression. The graph for the call
shown in figure 7 contains a return expression-use edge (return f *f ) + , , ,
An lvalue is an expression referring to a named region of storage, its name being derived from the assignment statement, the left hand side of which must be effect. Finally, the assignment is performed. The expression-use edge (*t++)+,, (=) shows that the value of the expression *t++ is used in the assignment. The lvalue definition edge ( * s + + ) -' l u d ( = ) indicates that the lvalue *s++ is defined by the assignment.
Conclusions
A maintainer presented with a variety of views of a subject program is able to gain a better understanding of that program. Earlier work has suggested the need for a combined program representation containing sufficient information to construct each of the required views. This paper has presented extensions to an existing combined graph, the UIG, to create the CCG allowing the representation of C programs.
An existing algorithm for dependence analysis in the presence of pointers is described and examples given of its use with C programs. The possibility of pointer parameters in C is discussed and the effects on the combined graph observed. The graph's flow dependencies are no longer intraprocedural and the interface between functions is no longer encapsulated. Interprocedural flow dependencies are represented explicitly on the CCG.
The possibility of side effects and control flow embedded within C expressions requires a finer grained analysis of each source statement. New graph nodes are created where these embedded side effects and control flows are present. Three new edge types, the expression-use edge, the return expression-use edge and the lvalue definition edge are introduced to relate these new finer grained nodes.
A completed graph for the C language will require the representation of additional language constructs. Array variables are currently treated simply as aggregates and any subscript information is lost. Data dependence analysis for array variables in the context of compiler optimisations has been described by Pugh [lP] . In certain cases this detailed analysis of array subscripts may be applicable.
Further work is also required to produce algorithms to extract information from the combined graph. Call graphs, control dependence and interprocedural and intraprocedural reaching definition information are contained explicitly within the CCG. Whilst calculating the graph's flow dependencies, it may also be possible to determine interprocedural 'may be preserved' information. Where an abstract location reaches across a call site with its program-point label unchanged, the corresponding variable is preserved across that call site.
The interprocedural program slicing algorithm [7] described by Horwitz et a1 is based on a two phase graph traversal. A similar traversal algorithm applicable to the CCG making use of the new expression-use edge, lvalue definition edge and return expression-use edge is required. Further work is necessary to investigate the problems of calling context and the elimination of redundant nodes and edges from the slice.
